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Introduction

Regulatory requirements constrain banks' risk taking in order to make them more stable. Different banks, however, have dierent characteristics and the eectiveness of regulatory requirements might vary with these characteristics. For example, some banks are bigger than others
and it might be the case that requirements which are eective for large banks are less eective
for small banks. Knowing whether this is the case would help regulators set requirements for
dierent sorts of banks. In particular, evidence about the relative performance of requirements
when applied to large and to small banks would aid policy makers considering how to apply
to small banks regulatory reforms adopted since the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-8. Among
other reforms, the package of international banking regulations known as Basel III introduced
a new funding ratio known as the Net Stable Funding Ratio (`NSFR'), widened the application of a leverage ratio to global banks, and made changes to how risk based capital ratios are
calculated.1 Because Basel requirements apply directly to mostly large, internationally active
banks, it may be the case that they have been designed in ways which make them better aligned
with the risks faced by large banks than with those faced by small ones. That could imply that
imposing the full set of Basel requirements on small banks which are not internationally active
delivers fewer benets than imposing them on large banks.
Establishing whether or not this is the case involves measuring the eectiveness of requirements when applied to dierent banks. One way to do this is to measure the ability of requirements to discriminate ex-ante between distressed and non-distressed banks when a banking
system is hit by a systemic shock. This is the approach taken by both Aikman et al. (2018) and
Buckmann et al. (2021) to test whether thresholds set for multiple regulatory ratios outperform
thresholds set for single ratios as predictors of bank distress. They conclude that they do. But
whilst Buckmann et al. (2021) consider dierences between large and small banks by comparing
results for banks with total assets above and below their sample median, they caution against
drawing conclusions from that exercise given the relatively large size of all the banks in their
sample (their sample is of 116 global banks each with assets of more than $100 billion).
In order to provide new insights into whether the eectiveness of regulatory requirements
varies according to the size of the banks to which they apply, this paper applies the methodology
used by Aikman et al. (2018) and Buckmann et al. (2021) to data for 118 UK-focused banks.
Because these range in size from ¿3 million to over ¿1 trillion of total assets (with a median
of ¿500 million), we are able to compare the performance of metrics between groups of banks
which vary in size by orders of magnitude. When we use regulatory data from mid-2007 to
assess thresholds set for the leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and NSFR as predictors
of distress over the following 18 months, we nd that the thresholds perform better for large
banks than for small banks. We nd that this result is robust to denitional choices regarding
distress and size, and to random re-sampling of our data. We extend our analysis to consider
the performance of supervisors' scores for the quality of banks' governance as a predictor of
distress. We nd that those scores provide additional predictive power for small banks, but not
for large.
This paper is related to the literature on determinants of bank failure and early-warning
models of bank distress. Rather than reviewing the literature in its entirety here, we will
compare and contrast our paper with several representative papers from that literature. Our
overall approach is based on the aforementioned papers by Aikman et al. (2018) and Buckmann
et al. (2021). This approach diers from the approaches taken in other papers, which typically
use probit or logit models to estimate the probability that a bank fails within a given interval of
time (e.g. Cole and White (2012)) or estimate a bank's expected survival time (e.g. Cole and
Gunther (1995), Whalen (1991)). Our approach of using supervisory assessments to measure
bank distress and then seeking to predict those assessments using lagged bank-level variables
compares to the approaches taken, for example, in Cole et al. (1995) and Suss and Treitel
(2019). It contrasts with other approaches that classify banks as distressed based on actual
failures or claims made on deposit insurance schemes (e.g., Cole and Gunther (1995) and Coen
et al. (2019)) or reports of distress in the media (e.g. Poghosyan and ihak (2011)). Our focus
1 The NSFR measures the stability of a bank's funding prole. Considering a time horizon of one year, it is
calculated as the ratio of `available stable funding' (the portion of capital and liabilities expected to be reliable
over the next year) to `required stable funding' (calculated having taken into account the liquidity characteristics
and residual maturity of the bank's assets). The ratio should be at least 100% on an ongoing basis. See Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (2014).
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on using regulatory ratios as predictors also contrasts with the literature, which typically use in
addition other relevant bank-level variables that may predict distress (e.g. Francis (2014), Cole
and White (2012)). We do not consider a larger set of bank-level variables because we are not
seeking to estimate an early-warning model to identify banks heading for diculties. For the
same reason, we do not include macroeconomic variables or measures of inter-bank contagion,
which have been shown to predict bank distress (see Mare (2015) and Poghosyan and ihak
(2011), respectively). The dierences between small and large banks has been considered in
the literature before; Cole and White (2012) did not nd that the predictors of bank distress
changed signicantly when they split their sample by size. Alzugaiby et al. (2020), however, nd
predictors of failure do vary between banks of dierent sizes; for instance, equity as a proportion
of total assets performs well as a predictor of medium-sized and large banks, but not for small
banks. Finally, several papers have investigated whether the quality of bank management or
governance predict distress. Francis (2014) and Wheelock and Wilson (2000) both nd less
ecient banks are more likely to get into distress. Alzugaiby et al. (2020) nd bank eciency
performs well as a predictor for small banks, but not for larger banks. Berger et al. (2016)
nd ownership of shares among management below the CEO-level is positively associated with
the risk of bank failure. We use supervisory assessments of the quality of governance in banks
rather than measures of bank eciency or management remuneration.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data we use. Section 3 outlines the
methodology. The results are set out in section 4 whilst section 5 sets out results when we also
use supervisor's scores for the quality of governance. Section 6 concludes.
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Data

We use regulatory data submitted in 2007 by 118 UK-focused banks.2 Data are taken from
the Bank of England's Historical Banking Regulatory Database (`HBRD'), from which we take
each bank's total assets, leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and a proxy for its NSFR
estimated from regulatory data about its assets and liabilities.3 For each variable we take the
last reported value as of 1 July 2007. These are data reported on 30 June 2007 for the vast
majority of banks, but reported earlier in 2007 for 11 banks and in 2006 for 4. We combine these
regulatory data with records of supervisors' judgements about the quality of banks' governance.
These judgements take the form of scores allocated by supervisors on a scale of 1 to 10 where
one is best and 10 worst (the average allocated score was four).4 Again, for each bank we
take the last reported score as of 1 July 2007. These date from no earlier than 30 September
2006. Governance scores are available for 89 of the banks for which we have regulatory data
from HBRD (the scoring system was relatively new in 2007, and supervisors had yet to allocate
scores to all regulated banks). Observations for governance scores are available across the size
distribution; 24 of the allocated scores were for banks in the upper size quartile whilst 65 were
for banks in the lower three quartiles. Summary statistics for all ve variables are shown in
Table 1.
We identify those banks in our sample which became distressed during the Global Financial
Crisis using supervisors' judgements from the period. As well as allocating scores for individual
risk factors (such as governance), supervisors awarded an overall score where one meant least
risk to the bank's safety and soundness (according to supervisors' judgement) and 10 the highest
risk. We dene as distressed banks which received a score of 10 (the worst possible supervisory
rating) any time between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008.
2 `UK-focused banks' are banks and building societies which were headquartered in the UK in 2007, as well
as subsidiaries of overseas banks when those subsidiaries had signicant retail or SME banking businesses in the
UK.
3 On HBRD, see de Ramon et al. (2017). The NSFR proxy is calculated as the ratio of a proxy for Available Stable Funding to a proxy for Required Stable Funding, where the proxy for Available Stable Funding
is calculated as 0.7 × N on F inancial Deposits + T otal Capital and the proxy for Required Stable Funding is
0.85 × Loans + Other N on Liquid Banking Book Assets + 0.5 × N on Liquid T rading Assets + 0 × Liquid Assets.
4 See Suss and Treitel (2019) for a full account of how scores were allocated. In summary, scores were allocated
by line supervisors with reference to the amount of risk posed to the FSA's objectives (a score of one meant low
risk to these objectives). Supervisors carried out periodic assessments of each bank before setting scores which
were then reviewed by an internal panel of senior management and risk specialists. These assessments took place
every two or three years, but scores could be updated between reviews at the discretion of line supervisors. Our
data include these interim updates, which were frequently made for both large and small banks (see Table 2).
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Figure 1 summarizes the observation periods for the data we use to make predictions and
for the data we use to measure distress.
Supervisors' overall scores allocated during this period are available for 102 banks, 22 of
which are dened as distressed by our measure and 80 as not distressed. Scores for all banks
were updated regularly. Table 2 shows, for each calendar quarter between the middle of 2007
and the end of 2008, the number of banks whose supervisors made a change to any of their
risk scores (either the overall score or the scores for an individual risk factor). It shows that
each calendar quarter the scores of between one third and three quarters of the banks in our
sample were updated (this does not include cases where scores were reviewed by supervisors
but no changes were made). This is true of both `large' banks (those with more than ¿5
billion of assets) and `small' banks (those with less than ¿5 billion of assets). It is also true
of banks which we count as distressed and of those which did not become distressed according
to our measure (the rows in Table 2 for distressed banks count updates to scores for banks
which became distressed at any point during the observation period, not just those counted as
distressed in a given quarter). In consequence, scores remained relatively fresh as supervisors
took into account new information. This is important because our measure of distress uses the
highest overall score allocated to each bank at any point between July 2007 and December 2008
(which might not necessarily be the last score allocated during that period). We might therefore
undercount instances of distress if supervisors were not regularly updating their scores for some
banks to take into account developments during the latter part of the observation period.
Partly in consequence of the regularity with which scores were updated, banks entered
distress (i.e. rst received an overall score of 10) throughout our observation period (see Table
3). Again, this is true of both large and small banks. This means that the balance sheet data
we use to make our predictions are no more or less likely to be very recent for a large or a small
distressed bank.
The distribution of banks in our sample by total assets is highly skewed with many small
banks (the median bank has total assets of ¿520 million) and a small number of very large
banks (the largest two of which have assets of over ¿1 trillion). Figure 2 shows the cumulative
distribution by total assets, with banks which meet our distress denition shown separately
from those which do not. Whilst distress observations occur at all sizes, distress observations
are somewhat more concentrated among the bottom size quartile (banks with less than ¿160
million of total assets) and top quartile (banks with more than ¿4.7 billion of total assets). See
Table 4.
Figure 3 shows the relationships between total assets and each ratio, and between the
ratios themselves. Larger banks in our sample tend to have lower capital ratios, whether
measured as a leverage ratio or risk weighted capital ratio. Leverage and risk weighted ratios
are themselves clearly related, but they are not perfectly correlated. This reects dierent risk
weight densities across banks in our sample. Larger banks in our sample also tend to have
lower NSFRs, meaning that banks with low capital ratios tend to also have low NSFRs. Table
5 shows correlation coecients for the same relationships. Correlations between all pairs of
ratios are highly signicant. When distressed and not distressed banks are separated, almost
all correlations remain signicant with the same sign (the exception is the coecient for leverage
ratio and NSFR for distressed banks, which is not signicant). Relationships between ratios
are therefore similar for distressed and for not distressed banks.
Turning to supervisors' scores for governance, we nd that the very best scores for governance
were only allocated to banks with less than ¿10 billion total assets (Figure 4). Larger banks
tended to be given worse scores. Having a low leverage ratio did not prevent a bank receiving
a good score for governance whilst, conversely, few banks have both a high leverage ratio
and a good score for governance. In contrast, high NSFRs are associated with good scores for
governance. The distributions of governance scores for both distressed and not distressed banks
is centred around four (Figure 5). The distribution for distressed banks has proportionally fatter
tails on both sides, with not distressed banks being slightly more likely to have a governance
score below four than above.
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Methodology

We adopt a technique used by Aikman et al. (2018) and Buckmann et al. (2021) to measure
the performance as predictors of distress of thresholds applied to regulatory ratios. Readers
3

interested in detailed accounts of the methodology should refer to those papers.5
We make predictions by specifying minimum thresholds for each of three regulatory ratios:
leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and NSFR. Distress is predicted for any bank which in
2007 would have failed to meet at least one of those thresholds. Predictions are compared with
actual outcomes as dened by our denition of distress. Table 6 summarises how we describe
the performance of thresholds by classifying predictions as `hits', `misses', `false alarms', or
`correct rejections'. From this we calculate a `hit rate' (the proportion of actually distressed
banks for which distress is predicted) and a `false alarm rate' (the proportion of banks which
were not actually distressed but for which distress is predicted).
When dierent thresholds are specied, dierent hit rates are generated. Only certain hit
rates are possible, there being a xed number of distressed banks (22) according to our denition
of distress. For each hit rate, we nd the combination of thresholds which generates that hit
rate whilst producing the fewest false alarms. Instead of using the mixed integer program
employed by Buckmann et al. (2021) to implement the optimization for selected hit rates, we
test all combinations of thresholds to nd the lowest false alarm rate for each possible hit rate.
This is ecient because, whilst in principle the threshold for each ratio could be set at any
positive or negative value, in practice only values reported in our sample need to be tested.
This is because thresholds applied between these values (or above and below the highest and
lowest reported values) capture no additional banks. Our implementation is more easily scalable
to large samples and makes robustness testing using large numbers of random samples more
practical (see section 4.3).
We nd optimal combinations of hit rates and false alarm rates using all three ratios, when
thresholds are set for only one ratio, and when pairs of ratios are used. We use these results
to plot receiver operating characteristic curves (`ROC curves'). A ROC curve connects optimal
combinations to show the best hit rate that can be achieved for any given false alarm rate.
Figure 6 shows ROC curves obtained when ratios are used singly and when all three ratios are
used together. The best performing ROC curve is that closest to the top left corner (a 100%
hit rate with for 0% false alarm rate), which in this case is the ROC curve produced when all
three ratios are used.6
ROC curves can also be used to compare performance for dierent populations of banks.
Figure 7 shows ROC curves obtained having divided our sample into subsamples of `small'
banks (those with less that ¿5 billion of total assets) and `large' banks (those with more than
¿5 billion of total assets). We use ¿5 billion as a convenient size threshold which ensures that
there are enough small and large banks to analyse (¿5 billion is equivalent to the 75th percentile
of the assets distribution). Figure 7 shows that false alarm rates are substantially lower for large
than for small banks. We analyse dierences between large and small banks further in the next
section.
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Results

4.1 Dierences between large and small banks
We nd that false alarm rates are consistently lower for large banks than for small banks for
given hit rates, whichever ratios are used to make predictions (see Figure 7).
We also nd that, for large banks, using the leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and
NSFR together produces slightly lower false alarm rates at high hit rates (i.e. over 75%) than
using any ratio on its own (see Figure 7, left-hand panel). Whilst the outperformance we detect
in our sample of large banks is small, this nding is consistent with Aikman et al. (2018) and
Buckmann et al. (2021) who nd that this same combination of metrics performs better than
any of the metrics on its own. We nd in contrast that, for small banks, ratios in combination do
not outperform the best performing single metrics when hit rates are above 70% (see Figure 7,
right-hand panel).
5 See especially Aikman et al. (2018), pp. 21-25; and Buckmann et al. (2021), pp. 9-12.
6 ROC curves can also be compared by measuring the area under the curve (`AUC') of each

ROC curve, with
a higher AUC being characteristic of superior performance. We do not use this measure of performance. That
is because we assume that as bank failures are costly, good predictors must have high hit rates. We therefore
compare ROC curves primarily by comparing false alarm rates at high hit rates instead of across the whole of
the ROC curve.
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4.2 Robustness to dierent denitions of size and distress
To test the robustness of our results to dierent denitions of distress, we repeat our analysis
using ve alternative denitions of distress. Our rst alternative denition is a judgement
we make, using publicly available information, about which banks would have defaulted in
the absence of government support or mergers undertaken under stressed conditions between 1
July 2007 and 31 December 2008. Our second alternative denition captures all banks classied
as distressed using the primary denition and the rst alternative denition. Our nal three
denitions are the same as our primary denition and our rst two alternatives, but applied to
a longer period of 1 July 2007 to 31 December 2009.
To test the robustness of our results to dierent denitions of `large' and `small', we also
repeat our analysis using ¿1 billion and ¿5 billion as size thresholds separating large from small
banks. We use both size thresholds in combination with each of our six denitions of distress.
Table 7 summarizes the dierent denitions we use and shows the number of distress observations when each combination of distress and size denitions is applied. All combinations
of size and distress denitions include both distressed and not distressed banks. However, the
proportion of distressed banks in our `large' and `small' subsamples varies greatly. For example,
only two out of 71 banks with total assets less than ¿1 billion are included in our list of banks
which would have defaulted before the end of 2008 without government support or a merger.
This proportion rises very substantially to 11 out of 60 when supervisory scores are also used
to dene distress (n.b. supervisory scores are not available for 11 of the smallest banks). The
denitions of distress which capture very few banks during what was a severe nancial crisis
may be overly strict, but we include them so that results which use supervisors' subjective
judgements of risk can be tested against the more objective measure of (near) default.
Our nding that false alarm rates for given hit rates are higher for small banks than for
large banks is robust to these denitional choices.
Results for all 12 combinations of size thresholds and denitions of distress are shown in
Figure 8. This was created by repeating our analysis using each denition of distress and using
rst ¿5 billion and then ¿1 billion as the size threshold dividing large and small banks. This
gives us, for both large and small banks, 12 sets of results (six denitions of distress combined
with the two size thresholds). From these 12 sets of results we show (in the left-hand panel)
all the optimal combinations of hit rates and false alarm rates we could achieve for large banks
using using any ratio (or any combination of ratios), when applying any denition of distress,
and when large is dened using either size threshold. The lines show all the ROC curves we
could achieve using all three ratios in combination (there is therefore one line for each of our
12 sets of results, although some lines overlap). In the right-hand panel we show the equivalent
for small banks.
The results are distributed dierently. The results for small banks show higher false alarm
rates than those for large banks for given hit rates, whilst the ROC curves for large banks
are closer to the optimal point. The best-performing ROC curves for small banks (highlighted
in red) represent results when distress is dened as meaning a bank would have defaulted
without government support or a merger, but when supervisors' scores are not taken into
account (denitions two and ve in Table 7). Whilst false alarm rates for small banks are lower
when these denitions are used, they are still higher than the equivalent false alarm rates for
large banks (also highlighted in red to aid comparison). From this like-for-like comparison we
conclude that our results are robust even when the strictest denition of distress is applied.
Our nding that false alarm rates are higher for small banks than for large banks remains
robust when we test it with more size thresholds. Figure 9 shows dierences between large and
small banks when size thresholds of ¿1 billion to ¿15 billion are used (varying in increments of
¿1 billion). Dierences are calculated by subtracting the false alarm rate for large banks from
that for small banks, meaning that a positive dierence indicates better performance for large
banks. We calculate this dierence several times to test whether dierences are sensitive to
denitional choices and to the hit rates for which we compare false alarm rates. Figure 9 shows
distributions when we calculate dierences using all six denitions of distress, in combination
with all three ratios, at hit rates of 75%, 80%, 85%, and 90%. It shows that whichever choices
we make, false alarm rates are consistently lower for large banks across all thresholds except
for a small number of outlier cases when thresholds of ¿9 billion or above are used.
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4.3 Robustness to resampling
We use jackknife resampling to examine whether our results are driven by specic individual
banks. This involves removing one bank at a time from our sample to create 118 jackknifed
samples. For each jackknifed sample, we generate results using each of our six denitions of
distress and using both size cutos. This produces 12 set of results for each jackknifed sample
which we combine as before (see Section 4.2). Figure 10 shows the distribution of results from
all our jackknifed samples when the leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and NSFR are
used together. (It is similar to a chart showing the ROC curves for this portfolio of metrics
for each of our jackknifed samples, but presented as heat maps to make it easier to see where
results for multiple jackknifed samples are the same). Whilst the distributions for large and
for small banks overlap slightly they are clearly dierent, with false alarm rates tending to be
lower for large banks than for small banks.
We also test whether our results are robust to random variability in our data by creating
bootstrap samples. We do this by creating, for each denition of size and distress, random
samples in which there are equal numbers of large and small distressed banks, and equal numbers
of large and small non-distressed banks. We create up to 1000 of these samples for each denition
of size and distress. Where there are not enough observations to produce 1000 unique samples,
we use all possible samples. Figure 11 shows the bootstrapped distribution when the leverage
ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and NSFR are used together. As with jackknifed samples (see
Figure 10), the distributions overlap but are clearly dierent with false alarm rates tending to
be lower for large banks than for small banks.
We compare results using single denitions of size and distress in Figure 12. This shows the
full range of results for each denition, along with the interval containing 95% of bootstrapped
results (dened as the range between the 5th and 95th percentile of false alarm rates for each
hit rate). We nd that the 95% intervals do not overlap when hit rates are over 60%, except
when distress observations are taken for the longer period of 2007-2009 and a ¿5 billion size
threshold is used. They overlap in this case because results are more variable for small banks
when our distress observation period is extended to the end of 2009 but predictions are still
made using balance sheet data from mid-2007. This increased variability might suggest that
the predictive power of regulatory ratios decreases over time following a single observation.
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Quality of governance as a predictor of distress

The superior performance of regulatory thresholds as predictors of distress for large banks might
be because distress of large banks was typically driven by balance sheet weaknesses, whilst
distress of small banks was driven by other factors not well captured by the regulatory ratios
we test. One possible other factor is quality of governance, as weak oversight of management
and poor strategic decision making might create risks which crystalize when the economic
environment deteriorates. We cannot directly observe quality of governance. But we can observe
supervisors' scores which record their judgements about quality of governance (see section 2).
In order to test whether supervisors' judgements about the quality of bank's governance predict
bank distress, we repeat our analysis after adding supervisors' scores for quality of governance
as a fourth metric.
Governance scores are numeric (integers from 1 to 10) and we use the same technique
as before to make predictions using thresholds. The only change we make is to reverse the
direction of predictions; because low governance scores represent low risk, we predict distress
for any banks which have a governance score above a governance threshold, or below a threshold
for any of the regulatory ratios. We then compare results when thresholds for governance are
set and when they are not, having rst disregarded cases in which the governance threshold
would not be binding on any banks as this is in practice the same as not applying a threshold.
We nd that for small banks, adding thresholds for governance scores reduces false alarm
rates when hit rates of at least 75% are targeted. We nd the opposite for large banks: adding
thresholds for governance scores actually increases false alarm rates when the same hit rates are
targeted and at least one bank is captured by the governance threshold we set (see Figure 13).
We therefore conclude that adding governance scores to the three regulatory ratios does improve
predictions for small banks (when measured by false alarm rates), but not for large banks.
This nding is robust to denitional choices. When we use our alternative denitions of size
6

and distress, we continue to nd that adding governance scores to regulatory ratios improves
predictions for small banks more than it improves predictions for large banks. Figure 14 shows
the reduction in false alarm rates when governance scores are added to the three regulatory
ratios. Combined results are shown for all six denitions of distress and the ¿1 billion and
¿5 billion size cut-os. The reduction in false alarm rates is calculated by subtracting the
lowest false alarm rate achievable at a given hit rate when governance scores are not used from
the lowest false alarm rate when they are. A positive dierence therefore indicates improved
performance when governance scores are used. Figure 14 shows that, across all denitions of
distress, adding governance scores to regulatory ratios reduces false alarm rates more often 
and by more  for small banks than for large ones.
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Conclusion

This paper uses regulatory data for a sample of UK-focused banks to test whether the ability
of capital and liquidity requirements to predict distress varies according to banks' size. We test
how key elements of the Basel III framework would have performed as predictors of distress
during the Global Financial Crisis by applying to banks' balance sheets in 2007 thresholds for
the leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and the NSFR. We split our sample into subsamples of large banks (those with over ¿5 billion of total assets) and small banks, and nd
that thresholds can be optimized to generate materially more accurate predictions for large
banks than for small ones. Our ndings are robust to ve alternative denitions of distress and
to dierent size cut-os separating large from small banks and to jackknifed and bootstrapped
resampling. They are also consistent with a hypothesis that these regulatory ratios are better
aligned with risks which tend to cause large banks to become distressed than those which tend
to cause small banks to become distressed.
Our ndings suggest that the benets of applying specic combinations of requirements to
banks may vary according to banks' size when benets are considered in terms of predictive
power with regard to distress. In particular, the three regulatory ratios considered here might
be more suited to large banks whilst other factors not well captured by these ratios may be especially important causes of distress for small banks. Regulators may want to take into account
the dierences between small and large banks when deciding which prudential requirements are
eective for banks of all sizes. To look into this further, we test whether supervisors' judgements about the quality of banks' governance can be used to improve predictions made using
regulatory ratios. We nd that they do improve predictions for small banks, although they
do not provide additional predictive power for large banks over and above that provided by
the regulatory ratios we test. This nding conrms the importance of supervisory oversight to
identify risks which cannot be identied from balance sheet data alone.
Our ndings are relevant to questions about which requirements to apply to which banks,
but not the level at which they should be calibrated. That would depend on regulators' risk
appetite with regard to distress. This paper is agnostic about that appetite, merely assuming
that when making predictions higher hit rates are better than lower hit rates.
When interpreting our ndings, it should be noted that regulatory requirements for the
leverage ratio and the NSFR were introduced after the Global Financial Crisis for some UK
banks. Banks might have changed their balance sheets in response and this could have weakened the predictive power of these ratios by making it harder to use thresholds to discriminate
between banks which are vulnerable to distress and those which are not (this could be the
case if, for example, ratios have become more similar across banks after requirements were
introduced). We do not test this possibility in this paper, but it should be borne in mind
when drawing conclusions about how regulatory ratios could be used to predict distress since
the Global Financial Crisis. However, this does not necessarily contradict the hypothesis that
these regulatory ratios are better aligned with risks which tend to cause large banks to become
distressed than with those which tend to cause small banks to become distressed. New requirements might have reduced the predictive power of ratios by addressing real vulnerabilities in
banks' balance sheets which are more associated with large bank distress than with small bank
distress. If those requirements were removed, banks might change their balance sheets again
and those vulnerabilities might reappear.
Further work would be needed to establish what causes the dierence we nd between large
and small banks. This is a question we do not address in this paper. Possible hypotheses include
7

the suggestion that the regulatory ratios we test are better at predicting distress for banks which
employ certain business models, and that those business models are more commonly used by
large banks than by small banks. If this were the case, regulators would need to consider the
merits of applying dierent requirements to banks with dierent business models, either as well
of or instead of the merits of applying dierent requirements to banks of dierent size. Other
hypotheses may also be plausible and further analysis would be needed to test them.
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Figure 1: Timeline of data

Notes: Regulatory data taken from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)). Supervisors' scores from
from historic supervisory records (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).

Figure 2: Distribution of banks by total assets

Notes: Total assets as of 1 July 2007, taken from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)). `Distressed'
banks are those which meet our denition of distress (receiving an overall risk score of 10 any time between 1 July
2007 and 31 December 2008). On risk scores, see Suss and Treitel (2019).

Figure 3: Relationships between total assets and regulatory ratios

Notes: All axes on log scales. Balance sheet data are as of 1 July 2007, taken from historical regulatory returns (see
de Ramon et al. (2017)). Distress from authors' calculations using historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007
and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Figure 4: Relationships between ratios and governance scores

Notes: Axes for balance sheet data on log scales. All values are latest reported as of 1 July 2007. Balance sheet data are
from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)). Governance scores are from from historic supervisory
records (see Suss and Treitel (2019)). High outliers for total assets, leverage ratio, and risk weighted capital ratio
collected into the highest buckets to preserve anonymity.

Figure 5: Distribution of governance scores for distressed and not distressed banks

Notes: All values are latest reported as of 1 July 2007, taken from historic supervisory records (see Suss and Treitel
(2019)). Distress from authors' calculations using historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December
2008.

Figure 6: ROC curve for all banks in our sample

Notes: Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical regulatory
returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see
Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Figure 7: ROC curves for large and small banks

Notes: Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical regulatory
returns (de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see Suss
and Treitel (2019)).

Figure 8: Distribution of results using dierent denitions of distress and of size

Notes: Combined results shown for all six denitions of distress listed in Table 7and for `large' dened as both total
assets greater than ¿1 billion and greater than ¿5 billion. Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data
as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records
between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).

Figure 9: Dierences between false alarm rates when size thresholds are varied

Notes: Combined results shown for all six denitions of distress. `Large' is dened as total assets greater than the
threshold specied on the horizontal axis. `Dierence in false alarm rate' is calculated by subtracting the false alarm rate
for large banks from the false alarm rate for small banks. Plot shows median (central line), 25th and 75th percentiles
(box), and all outliers (whiskers). Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken
from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007
and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Figure 10: Distributions of results from jackknifed samples

Note: Combined results are shown from all jackknifed samples, using leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and
NSFR. Results shown are for all six denitions of distress listed in Table 7 and for `large' dened as both total assets
greater than ¿1 billion and greater than ¿5 billion. Colours represent the density of the distributions. Light blue
represents low density, means that few jackknifed samples produce that combination of false alarm rates and hit rates.
Dark red represents high density, meaning that many jackknifed samples produce that combination of false alarm rates
and hit rates. Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical
regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December
2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).

Figure 11: Distributions of results from bootstrap samples

Note: Combined results are shown from all jackknifed samples, using leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and
NSFR. Results shown are for all six denitions of distress listed in Table 7 and for `large' dened as both total assets
greater than ¿1 billion and greater than ¿5 billion. Colours represent the density of the distributions. Light blue
represents low density, means that few bootstrapping samples produce that combination of false alarm rates and hit
rates. Dark red represents high density, meaning that many bootstrapping samples produce that combination of false
alarm rates and hit rates. Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from
historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31
December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Figure 12: Ranges and 95% intervals for bootstrapped results

Note: Results using leverage ratio, risk weighted capital ratio, and NSFR. Distress dened as received worst supervisory
rating OR would have defaulted without government support or merger in the period 2007-8 or 2007-9 (denitions of
distress three and six as dened in Table 7), and for `large' dened as both total assets greater than ¿1 billion and
greater than ¿5 billion. Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from
historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and
31 December 2009 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)). The full range and 95% intervals can coincide in some cases because
there are a discrete number of false alarm rates possible for each set of samples (these are determined by the number
of non-distressed banks). When the number of possible false alarm rates is low, many samples will generate the same
false alarm rate for a given hit rate. In these cases, when results for a given hit rate are ranked by false alarm rate the
0th and 5th percentile can be the same.

Figure 13: False alarm rates before and after applying thresholds for governance scores

Notes: Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical regulatory
returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see
Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Figure 14: Eect of adding governance scores for dierent denitions of distress and size

Notes: Combined results shown for all six denitions of distress listed in Table 7and for `large' dened as both total
assets greater than ¿1 billion and greater than ¿5 billion. `Reduction in false alarm rate when governance scores are
used' calculated by subtracting the lowest false alarm rate achievable at a given hit rate when governance scores are
not used from the lowest false alarm rate when they are. Results from authors' calculations using balance sheet data
as of 1 July 2007 taken from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)) and historic supervisory records
between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).
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Table 1: Summary statistics for regulatory data and governance scores
Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

0.003
2.3
6.0

1,044
80.5
228.8

0.52
6.1
13.1

37.6
9.8
20.9

Standard
Deviation
155.8
11.7
27.4

56.1
1

474.4
7

89.1
4

90.8
3.8

38.5
1.2

Total assets (¿bn)
Leverage ratio (%)
Risk weighted
capital ratio (%)
NSFR (%)
Governance score

Notes: All values are latest reported as of 1 July 2007. Balance sheet data are from historical regulatory returns (see
de Ramon et al. (2017)). Governance scores are from from historic supervisory records (see Suss and Treitel (2019)).

Table 2: Frequency of updates to supervisors' scores
(a)

Size of
banks
Large
Small

Performance

2007Q3

2007Q4

2008Q1

2008Q2

2008Q3

2008Q4

Not distressed
Distressed
Not distressed
Distressed

12
9
42
3

7
5
36
6

9
8
25
10

10
7
53
8

6
4
18
6

6
8
22
7

All banks
(b)

Size of
banks
Large
Small

Number of banks updated each quarter

66

54

52

78

34

43

Number of banks updated each quarter (as percentage of total)

Performance

2007Q3

2007Q4

2008Q1

2008Q2

2008Q3

2008Q4

Not distressed
Distressed
Not distressed
Distressed

80%
90%
65%
25%

47%
50%
55%
50%

60%
80%
38%
83%

67%
70%
82%
67%

40%
40%
28%
50%

40%
80%
34%
58%

All banks

65%

53%

51%

76%

33%

42%

Notes: Updates identied from historic supervisory records (see Suss and Treitel (2019)). A bank's scores are classed
as `updated' if any score (either a score for an individual risk factor or the overall score) diers from that recorded for
the previous quarter. `Distressed' banks are those which meet our denition of distress (receiving an overall risk score
of 10 any time between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008). `Large' banks are those with total assets of more than ¿5
billion as of 1 July 2007.

Table 3: Calendar quarter in which banks rst became distressed
Calendar
quarter
2007Q4
2008Q1
2008Q2
2008Q3
2008Q4

Number of banks becoming
distressed for rst time
Small banks
Large banks
1
0
1
2
3
2
2
2
5
4

Notes: Table shows the number of banks which each quarter entered distress according to our denition (i.e. received
an overall risk score of 10 for the rst time). `Large' banks are those with total assets of more than ¿5 billion as of 1
July 2007.
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Table 4: Distribution of distress observations across size quartiles
Size quartile when
banks ranked by
total assets
1
2
3
4

Smallest bank in
quartile (total
assets)
¿3m
¿174m
¿553m
¿4,723m

Largest bank in
quartile (total
assets)
¿159m
¿528m
¿4,674m
¿1,043,817m

Number of
distressed banks
8
2
2
10

Notes: Total assets as of 1 July 2007, taken from historical regulatory returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)). Distress
from authors' calculations using historic supervisory records between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and
Treitel (2019)).

Table 5: Correlations between total assets and regulatory ratios
Variables

Total assets and
leverage ratio
Total assets and risk
weighted capital ratio
Total assets and
NSFR
Leverage ratio and
risk weighted capital
ratio
Leverage ratio and
NSFR
Risk weighted capital
ratio and NSFR

All
banks
-0.59

***

Not
distressed
banks
-0.83 ***

Distressed
banks
-0.41

***

-0.68

***

-0.79

***

-0.56

***

-0.52

***

-0.56

**

-0.54

***

0.84

***

0.93

***

0.81

***

0.34

***

0.64

**

0.19

0.47

***

0.72

***

0.35

**

Notes: Correlation estimates are Spearman's rank correlation coecients. Signicance shows p-values for the null
hypothesis that true correlation coecient is equal to 0: *** means p < 0.001, ** means 0.001 ≤ p < 0.01, * means
0.01 ≤ p < 0.05. Calculations by authors. Balance sheet data are as of 1 July 2007, taken from historical regulatory
returns (see de Ramon et al. (2017)). Distress from authors' calculations using historic supervisory records between 1
July 2007 and 31 December 2008 (see Suss and Treitel (2019)). Banks for which balance sheet data, but not supervisory
records, are available are included in the `All banks' column, but in neither the `Not distressed' nor the `Distressed'
column.

Table 6: Confusion matrix used to describe performance of thresholds
Bank breaches threshold(s)
Bank meets all thresholds

Distressed bank
hit
miss

Not distressed bank
false alarm
correct rejection

Notes: `Distressed' and `Not distressed' describe whether the bank for which predictions are being made meets our
denition of distress (receiving an overall risk score of 10 any time between 1 July 2007 and 31 December 2008).
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¿5bn

¿1bn

17

6

18
8

5

6

13
10

As above

17

34

21

4

3

As above

As 3

5

1 July 2007
to 31
December
2009
23

As 2

4

27

2

As 1

3

40

30

not
distressed

17

10

15

12

5

10

25

13

21

15

7

12

distressed

Large banks

15

Received worst
supervisory rating OR
would have defaulted
without government
support or merger

1 July 2007
to 31
December
2008

Time period

1

Would have defaulted
without government
support or merger

Received worst
supervisory rating

2

1

Size
Distress
Criteria
threshold denition

54

85

57

63

86

65

45

69

46

49

69

50

not
distressed

24

5

21

14

4

12

16

2

15

11

2

10

distressed

Small banks

Table 7: Distress observations for dierent denitions of distress and size

